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Emotions are frequently characterized by distinct dimensions such as

valence, intensity, and recognition. However, the exact neural represen-

tation of these dimensions in different prefrontal cortical regions

remains unclear. One of the problems in revealing prefrontal cortical

representation is that the very same regions are also involved in cognitive

functions associated with emotion processing. We therefore conducted

an fMRI study involving the viewing of emotional pictures (using the

International Affective Picture System; IAPS) and controlled for

associated cognitive processing like judgment and preceding attention.

Functional activation was correlated with subjective post-scanning

ratings of valence, intensity, and recognition. Valence significantly

correlated with the functional response in ventromedial prefrontal

cortex (VMPFC) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), intensity

with activation in ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) and

dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (DMPFC), and recognition with the

functional response in perigenual anterior cingulate cortex (PACC). In

conclusion, our results indicate segregated neural representation of the

different emotion dimensions in different prefrontal cortical regions.
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Introduction

Emotion has frequently been considered a complex process

involving different dimensions (Russell, 1980; Lang et al., 1993;
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Barrett and Russell, 1999). These dimensions include valence,

intensity, and recognition of an emotional stimulus. Valence refers

to the subjective experience of the affective value or quality of an

emotional stimulus independent of its sensory modality (Russell,

1980; Lang et al., 1999; Anderson et al., 2003a,b). For example, an

emotion might be experienced on a continuum between positive

and negative. Intensity refers to how strongly an emotion is

experienced. For example, an emotion can be experienced as calm

or excitatory, reflecting its strength or quantity indicated on a

continuum (Russell, 1980; Lang et al., 1999; Anderson et al.,

2003b). Finally, recognition including comparison with and recall

of past emotions might be an important strategy in evaluating the

affective value of an emotional stimulus and its relevance for the

subject (Mayberg et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2002).

Recent studies demonstrated that intensity and valence differ

not only psychologically but also in their neural substrates

(Anderson et al., 2003b; Small et al., 2003; Anders et al., 2004;

Dolcos et al., 2004). Emotional valence, as induced by gustatory,

olfactory, or visual emotional stimuli, has been associated with

neural activity in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC)

(Anderson et al., 2003b; Small et al., 2003; Dolcos et al., 2004).

Another region associated with valence is the lateral prefrontal

cortex including the ventro- and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

(VLPFC, DLPFC); this has recently been demonstrated in a

paradigm on the evaluation of emotions (Dolcos et al., 2004).

Intensity has been associated with neural activity in the amygdala

(Anderson et al., 2003b; Small et al., 2003) and the dorsomedial

prefrontal cortex (DMPFC) (Anders et al., 2004; Dolcos et al.,

2004). Finally, activation in the perigenual anterior cingulate cortex

(PACC) has been observed in paradigms that require the encoding

and recall or recognition of emotions (Phan et al., 2002). This is in

accordance with Mayberg’s hypothesis that neural activity in the

PACC accounts for the recognition of emotional salience (Mayberg

et al., 1999). These observations suggest that different prefrontal

http://www.sciencedirect.com
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cortical regions could mediate different dimensions of emotion

processing.

One of the confounding factors is that the very same prefrontal

cortical regions are also involved in cognitive processing like

judgment and preceding attention. For example, judgment of

emotions has been shown to induce activation, i.e., signal increases

in the ventro- and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC, VLPFC)

(Nakamura et al., 1999; Hariri et al., 2000; Gorno-Tempini et al.,

2001; Gusnard et al., 2001; Ochsner et al., 2002; Keightley et al.,

2003; Lange et al., 2003; Taylor et al., 2003; Northoff et al., 2004).

At the same time, deactivation, i.e., signal decreases were observed

in the ventro- and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC,

DMPFC) (Raichle et al., 2001; Goel and Dolan, 2003a; Northoff

et al., 2004). These results suggest a converse relationship between

medial and lateral prefrontal cortical activity during emotional–

cognitive interaction; this has been described as reciprocal

modulation (Northoff et al., 2004). Findings obtained from the

study of emotional and cognitive processing appear to be very

similar in the medial and lateral prefrontal cortex. This raises the

problem of how to disentangle emotion processing from associated

cognitive processing like judgment and (preceding) attention. Only

then can specific correlations between emotion dimensions and

prefrontal cortical signal changes be obtained.

The aim of the present study was twofold: first, to reveal

prefrontal cortical signal changes during emotion processing and

disentangle them from associated cognitive processing like judg-

ment and preceding attention. To achieve this, we compared the

viewing of emotional pictures with the judgment of emotional

pictures. Controlling for attention, i.e., preceding attention, we

compared the viewing and judgment of the pictures in both an

unexpected and expected mode. Our second aim was to correlate

the neuroimaging results with the subjects’ ratings of emotion

dimensions such as valence, intensity, and recognition. Activation

as obtained during the viewing/judgment comparisons was

correlated with the subjects’ post-scanning ratings of valence,

intensity, and recognition.

Based on the above described findings, we hypothesized

segregated neural representation of the emotion dimensions in

different prefrontal cortical regions. First, we assumed that neural

activity in the VMPFC might be related to valence during

unexpected picture viewing. Second, activation in the VLPFC/

DLPFC might be correlated to valence and intensity during

unexpected picture judgment. Third, recognition of emotional

pictures might be related to signal changes in the PACC during

unexpected emotional picture viewing.

Our study thus demonstrated segregated neural representation

of valence, intensity, and recognition in different prefrontal cortical

regions. We also observed an inverse correlation pattern between

medial and lateral prefrontal cortical regions for valence during

viewing and judgment of emotional pictures. Taken together, these

results indicate segregated neural representation of the different

emotion dimensions in different prefrontal cortical regions.
Methods

Subjects

We studied 29 healthy subjects (21 women, 8 men; average age:

34.4 [range: 28 years to 56 years]) without any psychiatric,

neurologic, or medical illness. Since these healthy subjects also
made up the control group for a study on patients with depression

in which the female–male ratio is 2:1, 2/3 of our sample were

females and 1/3 were males. All subjects were right-handed as

assessed by the Edinburgh Inventory for Handedness (Oldfield,

1971). After a detailed explanation of the study design and any

potential risks, all subjects gave their written informed consent.

The study was approved by the institutional review board of the

University of Zurich.

Paradigm

The subjects were asked to view photographs taken from the

International Affective Picture System (IAPS Center, 1999). The

IAPS is a well-established series of emotional pictures rated by a

norm population according to three emotion dimensions: valence

(ranging from negative over neutral to positive), intensity (arousal),

and dominance. We used IAPS pictures with positive (standard or

norm ratings according to IAPS: 7.32 T 2.06) and negative

(standard or norm ratings according to IAPS: 2.24 T 2.67) valence.

The picture sets were counterbalanced across all subjects as well as

within each subject according to the two categories of valence. We

divided the IAPS pictures into two groups, one for picture viewing

and one for picture judgment (see below for details). The sets of

pictures used for viewing and judgment were matched with respect

to valence, dominance, and intensity as well as with respect to

human faces and human figures.

The IAPS pictures were presented for a duration of 4 s. In half

of the presented pictures, the subjects had to judge the pictures as

to whether they were positive or negative in content (‘‘picture

judgment’’: ‘‘PJ’’); this was indicated by the letters ‘‘P/N’’ in the

corner of the picture. The subjects were instructed to press the right

button in the case of a positive judgment and the left button in the

case of a negative judgment. Reaction times (time from appearance

of the picture to pressing the button) and ratings (positive/negative)

were recorded. In the other half of the presented pictures, the

subjects had to passively view the picture (‘‘picture viewing’’:

‘‘PV’’); this was indicated by the letters ‘‘A/A’’ in the corner of the

picture. The subjects were instructed to arbitrarily press a button

without making any judgment, in order to control for movement

effects. We did not include a non-emotional control condition, e.g.,

neutral IAPS pictures, for two reasons. First, our focus was on the

comparison of viewing and judgment of emotional pictures rather

than on the comparison of emotional and neutral pictures. Second,

neutral pictures show lower intensity ratings than emotional

pictures; differences in intensity between emotional and neutral

pictures might thus have interfered with a valid comparison

between viewing and judgment.

In 50% of the trials, the pictures were preceded by a baseline

(presentation of a fixation cross) and therefore viewed and judged

in an unexpected condition (‘‘unPV’’, ‘‘unPJ’’). In contrast, the

other 50% of the pictures were preceded by an expectancy period

of 8–11.5 s (8.0, 8.5, 9.0, 9.5, 10.0, 10.5, 11.0, 11.5 s) (‘‘exPV’’,

‘‘exPJ’’) indicating the type of task associated with the sub-

sequently presented picture. The purpose of this preceding

expectancy period was to control for preceding attention associated

with emotional picture viewing and judgment. The expectancy

period was indicated by presentation of a white fixation cross on a

dark background and a letter in one of the corners of the picture.

‘‘J’’ indicated expectancy of a subsequent judgment task, whereas

‘‘E’’ was associated with expectancy of subsequent picture viewing

(‘‘experience’’) (see also Kastner et al., 1999; Driver and Frith,
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2000). To prevent fear or appetitive conditioning (Gallagher et al.,

1990; Bechara et al., 1995), the emotional expectancy cue did not

provide information as to whether a positive or negative emotional

picture would follow.

After the presentation of the picture, a fixation cross (intertrial

interval) was presented for 6–8 s (6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, 8.0 s). This

allowed the subjects to recover from emotional stimulation and,

in addition, served as a baseline condition in order to distinguish

between activation and deactivation (Stark and Squire, 2001). The

baseline duration was randomly varied accounting for variable

stimulus onset asynchrony. The non-pictorial stimuli (letters,

fixation cross) were of equal size, color, and luminance and

centered on a black background. A total of 159 trials was

presented in six runs. The different types of IAPS pictures and

viewing/judgment tasks were pseudorandomized within and

across the six runs. Prior to the experimental session, the subjects

were familiarized with the paradigm by completing a test run of

10 trials.

During fMRI, the pictures were projected automatically via a

forward projection system onto a translucent screen placed at the

end of the subject’s gurney. The pictures were generated using an

in-house software (SCOPE V2.5.4 Display Program, Max R.

Duersteler, University Hospital Zurich, Switzerland). The subjects

lay supine in the scanner and viewed the screen through a mirror

positioned on the head coil. They were asked to keep their eyes

open and look directly at the middle of the screen in front of them.

They were asked not to move their fingers, head or body during the

judgment tasks, with the exception of pressing the button for the

response.

Behavioral monitoring

We measured reaction times, which were defined as the time

between the appearance of the picture on the screen and the

subsequent pressing of the button. Reaction times were calculated

separately for picture viewing and judgment with and without a

preceding expectancy period (unPV, unPJ, exPv, exPJ). Positive/

negative judgments made in the scanner during judgment

conditions were recorded and compared with post hoc evaluations

of valence. The data were analyzed using t tests. Non-parametric

tests were used when the criteria for parametric analysis could not

be met.

The psychological state before and after the fMRI investigation

was assessed using the State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI).

Rating of pictures was conducted outside the scanner

immediately after the fMRI session. A selection of 151 pictures

including those that had been presented in the paradigm as well

as new pictures (60 pictures for distraction) were presented to the

subjects. Each picture was followed by a task period which

consisted of an emotional intensity rating, a valence rating, and a

recognition test. All three responses were given using a visual

analogue scale. Valence assessment ranged on a continuum from

Fvery negative_ (1) to Fvery positive_ (9). Post-scanning valence

assessments were classified as either positive or negative

according to their valence and then compared with intra-scanning

ratings using a t test. Emotional intensity rating scores ranged on

a continuum from Flow_ (1) to Fhigh_ (9). For recognition of

emotional pictures, choices ranged on a continuum from

Fdefinitely not recognized_ (1) to Fdefinitely recognized_ (9).

Consequently, the 60 new emotional pictures were matched in

valence, intensity, and dominance to those presented in fMRI. It
is possible that emotional responses may attenuate when pictures

are seen for a second time (Ishai et al., 2004). However, this

habituation effect applies equally to all picture conditions and

should not affect the differences between conditions (Anderson et

al., 2003b). The mean average of the three ratings was calculated

for each subject. Since the presented picture sets only included

positive and negative pictures ranging in their valence from 6–9

and 1–3, respectively, mean average scores for valence range

between 4 and 6 (Anderson et al., 2003b). Finally, to exclude

interaction effects among the three parameters, we conducted a

Person correlation analysis between the mean average scores for

valence, intensity, and recognition.

Scanning procedure

Measurements were performed on a Philips Intera 3 T whole-

body MR unit equipped with a an eight-channel Philips SENSE

head coil. Functional time series were acquired with a sensitivity

encoded (Pruessmann et al., 1999) single-shot echo-planar

sequence (SENSE-sshEPI). The following acquisition parameters

were used in the fMRI protocol: TE (echo time) = 35 ms, FOV

(field of view) = 22 cm, acquisition matrix = 80 � 80, interpolated

to 128 � 128, voxel size: 2.75 � 2.75 � 4 mm3, SENSE

acceleration factor R = 2.0. Using a midsaggital scout image, 32

contiguous axial slices were placed along the anterior–posterior

commissure (AC–PC) plane covering the entire brain with a TR =

3000 ms (h = 82-). The first three acquisitions were discarded due

to T1 saturation effects. A 3D T1-weighted anatomical scan was

obtained for structural reference.

Image analysis

Image processing and statistical analyses were carried out using

MATLAB 6.5.1 (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) and

SPM2 (Statistical parametric mapping software, SPM; Wellcome

Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK; http://

www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk) (Friston et al., 1995). The procedure is

summarized below; the cited papers provide more mathematical

detail. 1020 volume images were realigned to the first volume,

corrected for motion artifacts, mean-adjusted by proportional

scaling, resliced and normalized into standard stereotactic space

(template provided by the Montreal Neurological Institute), and

smoothed using a 8 mm full-width-at-half-maximum Gaussian

kernel. The time series were high-pass filtered to eliminate low-

frequency components (filter width 132 s) and adjusted for

systematic differences across trials. The conditions were analyzed

using a linear convolution model with an assumed hemodynamic

response function (Friston et al., 1995). Clusters were selected that

showed a significant effect (P < 0.001, uncorrected) with 10 or

more contiguous voxels.

For each subject, we defined a design matrix modeling

unexpected and expected picture viewing (unPV, exPV) as well

as unexpected and expected emotional judgment (unPJ, exPJ) as

separate events. Besides these four experimental conditions (Fig.

1), we also modeled the expectancy periods preceding judgment

(EPJ) and picture viewing (EPV) as separate events (Buchel et al.,

2002). Although not analyzed in this study, the two expectancy

periods were modeled as effects of no interest to reduce possible

interference caused by expectancy-related BOLD responses. In

addition to these six events (unPV, exPV, unPJ, exPJ, EPV, EPJ),

we included the baseline (6–8 s) as a separate event in our design

 http:\\www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk 


Fig. 1. Schematic presentation of fMRI paradigm for viewing and judgment of emotional pictures in unexpected and expected modes. (A) Four main

experimental conditions. First (1) and second (2) conditions demonstrate IAPS picture viewing and picture judgment without a preceding expectancy period,

i.e., in an unexpected mode (‘‘unPV’’, ‘‘unPJ’’) [duration 4 s]. Pictures presented for either viewing or judgment in the unexpected mode are preceded and

followed by a fixation cross indicating baseline. Third (3) and fourth (4) conditions indicate IAPS picture viewing and picture judgment with a preceding

expectancy period, i.e., in an expected mode (‘‘exPV’’, ‘‘exPJ’’) [duration 8–11.5 s]. The preceding expectancy period indicates either picture viewing

(‘‘viewing expectancy’’) or picture judgment (‘‘judgment expectancy’’). Neither the ‘‘viewing expectancy’’ nor ‘‘judgment expectancy’’ provided information as

to whether a positive or negative picture would follow. Pictures presented for viewing or judgment in the expected mode are followed by a fixation cross

indicating baseline. (B) Presentation of conditions in the scanner. All four comparisons are represented as they were shown to subjects during the experiment;

that is Fpicture viewing_ and Fpicture judgment_ without a preceding expectancy period as well as Fpicture viewing_ and Fpicture judgment_ with a preceding

expectancy period (Fviewing expectancy_, Fjudgment expectancy_). In all cases, the preceding expectancy period was indicated by a fixation cross and a letter.

Panel E indicated expectancy of subsequent picture viewing and panel J indicated expectancy of a subsequent judgment task. A baseline of variable duration

(6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, or 8.0 s) followed after each picture and was presented by a white fixation cross. Pictures presented for viewing were marked with A/A in one

of the four corners indicating the absence of any emotional judgment. Pictures presented for judgment were marked with P/N in one of the four corners

indicating that subjects had to make a judgment as to whether the emotion was positive or negative. The time scale indicates the duration of the distinct

components of the paradigm (expectancy period: 8.0–11.5 s, picture period: 4 s, baseline/fixation cross: 6.0–8.0 s).
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matrix and modeled it separately, independent of the other events.

We modeled the variable duration (6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, 8.0 s) of the

baseline, making explicit use of variable intervals in the data

analysis (see Burock et al., 1998 as well as Sakai and Passingham,

2003 for jittering in the context of expectancy). Additionally, for

each experimental run, we included six parameters obtained from

the realignment procedure as regressors in the design matrix. After

estimation of all model parameters, specific effects were tested by

applying appropriate linear contrasts to the parameter estimates for

each condition, resulting in a t statistic for each voxel. fMRI

analysis focused on two main aspects. First, the analysis should

reveal those regions specifically associated with picture viewing

(unPV, exPV), independent of associated cognitive processing such

as judgment and preceding attention. Second, the data obtained

were then correlated with the subjective post-scanning ratings of

valence, intensity, and recognition.

Analysis of picture viewing

For the fMRI data group analysis, the contrast images from the

analysis of the individual subjects were analyzed by one-sample t

tests, thereby generating a random effect model, allowing inference

to the general population. Clusters of activation were identified

with a global height threshold of P < 0.001 (uncorrected) and an

extent threshold of k = 10 voxels. The data were analyzed with

respect to the effects of picture viewing. Picture viewing and

judgment in the unexpected condition (i.e., unPV vs. unPJ) were

compared to reveal the effects of picture viewing while controlling
the effects of evaluation, i.e., judgment. In a second step, picture

viewing and judgment were compared within the expected

condition (i.e. exPV vs. exPJ to control for the effects of attention,

i.e., expectancy.

To quantify the activity in activated regions, we used MRIcro

(http://www.psychology.nottingham.ac.uk) which creates images

of three-dimensional regions of interest and calculates the mean t

value within the ROI. An anatomical image (single_subj_T1;

provided by SPM) was overlayed with the SPM{T} of the group

analysis for the contrasts of interest. The respective regions of

interest (ROI) were functionally defined from significant clusters

of activation (P < 0.001 uncorrected, k = 10) in these contrasts.

Since extremely strong signal changes were obtained in some

contrasts, we performed the same analysis with the same threshold,

P < 0.001 though FDR (False Discovery Rate)—corrected with a

cluster threshold k = 10 (see asterisks in Table 1). The ROI were

used to mask the individual statistical parametric (T) maps and

extract mean t values for each experimental condition relative to

baseline on a subject-by-subject basis.

To determine whether subjects activated overlapping or

dissociable neuronal networks during unPV and exPV, the two

contrasts were entered into a random-effect conjunction analysis to

determine areas of activation common to both conditions (Price

and Friston, 1997). Exclusive masking was applied to the condition

of interest, i.e., unPV, to eliminate voxels activated by the

respective expected condition. The contrast unPV vs. unPJ was

exclusively masked with the contrast exPV vs. exPJ. The

 http:\\www.psychology.nottingham.ac.uk 


Table 1

Summary of brain regions significantly activated in unexpected and expected modes

Region Unexpected mode Expected mode Conjunction a lysis Exclusive masking analysis

unPV > unPJ unPJ > unPV exPV > exPJ exPJ > exPV (unPV > unPJ vs. (exPV > exPJ) (unPV > unPJ) vs. (exPV > exPJ)

VMPFC 6.44 (12, 64, 16)* 4.75 (6, 66, 16/12, 60, 2)

DMPFC 4.21 (10, 46, 48) 4.25 (6, 46, 52)

Right DLPFC 5.43 (46, 14, 48)* 4.83 (44, �10, 44) 7.42 (36, 26, 48)* 4.63 (54, 4, 28) 5.31 (40, 24, )* 4.28 (50, 26, 36)

Left DLPFC 4.42 (�38, 32, 38) 6.30 (�44, 2, 32)* 6.20 (�38, 36, 38)* 8.30 (�42, 10, 32)* 4.72 (�40, 34 38) 4.81 (�36, 16, 56)

Right VLPFC 4.80 (30, 54, �6) 3.64 (28, 48, 24) 3.90 (26, 46, )

Left VLPFC 5.37 (�32, 58, 0) 4.05 (�30, 56, 8) 4.35 (�38, 54, 4)

Dorsal anterior cingulate cortex 4.23 (�6, 8, 48)

Supragenual anterior cingulate cortex 4.28 (4, 26, 20)

Posterior cingulate cortex/precuneus 7.00 (4, 58, 40)* 8.90 (0, �54, 36)* 7.48 (4, �66, 6)*

Right amygdala 4.46 (24, 18, �24) 4.46 (22, 4, �24) 3.54 (16, 2, �18)

Left amygdala 5.12 (�14, �8, �18) 5.68 (�14, �8, �16)*

Right anterior insula 4.49 (56, 28, �6) 4.66 (30, 34, �14) 4.88 (54, 26, �6)

Left anterior insula 4.87 (�48, 32, �10)

Right lateral parietal cortex 5.75 (44, �58, 38)* 7.73 (60, �58, 2)* 6.80 (56, �56 28)*

Left lateral parietal cortex 4.50 (�44, �68, 46)* 6.23 (�56, �42, 48)* 4.71 (�40, � , 36) 5.41 (�58, �64, 24)

Right lateral occipital cortex 10.68 (30, �48, �10)* 10.29 (28, �62, �12)* 5.68 (42, �62, �22)*

Medial occipital cortex 6.74 (�8, �58, 4)*

Left lateral occipital cortex 8.61 (�30, �82, 32)*

Medial premotor cortex (SMA) 5.83 (�2, �10, 56)*

Right thalamus 5.64 (12, �20, �10)

Left thalamus 4.56 (�12, �18, 8) 4.14 (�18, 14, 14)

Cerebellum 4.22 (0, �58, �30)

Right temporal lobe 4.28 (42, 2, �30)

Brainstem/midbrain 4.05 (�4, �4, �14)

Abbreviations: unPV = unexpected picture viewing, unPJ = unexpected picture judgment, exPV = expected picture viewing, exPJ = expected pictu judgment, > = larger than, vs. = versus, VMPFC =

ventromedial prefrontal cortex, DMPFC = dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, VLPFC = ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, DLPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal co x.

The values in the table represent maximum t values with peak voxel coordinates for significantly correlating regions. All regions showing significant act ation at P < 0.001 uncorrected (extent threshold k = 10

voxels) are presented. *Indicates regions that were also significant at FDR (false-discovery rate)—corrected P < 0.001 (extent threshold k = 10 voxels

The first two columns describe the comparisons between picture viewing and picture judgment in an unexpected mode. Note the involvement of VMPF , DMPFC, supragenual anterior and posterior cingulate

cortex, amygdala, lateral parietal cortex, and insula in unexpected picture viewing. In contrast, these regions no longer show significant signal changes n unexpected picture judgment. The next two columns

describe the comparisons between picture viewing and picture judgment in an expected mode. Note the absence of any significant signal changes in the V PFC and the DMPFC in expected picture viewing and

expected picture judgment.

Conjunction analysis highlights the regions that were significantly activated in both contrasts, e.g., unexpected picture viewing > unexpected picture ju ment and expected picture viewing > expected picture

judgment. Note the absence of any significant signal changes in VMPFC, DMPFC, supragenual anterior cingulate cortex, amygdala, lateral parietal corte , and insula in this analysis. These regions are thus not

significantly activated in both unexpected and expected picture viewing when compared to unexpected and expected picture judgment; this, howeve does not exclude their possible involvement in other

dimensions of emotion processing. Exclusive masking analysis represents the regions that were significantly active in only one of abovementioned ntrasts, e.g., in unexpected picture viewing. Note the

involvement of VMPFC, DMPFC, insula, and amygdala (and some other regions). These regions are thus only involved in unexpected picture viewing but t in expected picture viewing. Note that particularly the

VMPFC and the DMPFC showed signal changes only in unexpected picture viewing and exclusive masking analysis.
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significance level of the masks was set at P < 0.05 uncorrected.

Finally, the amount of functional signal change for each voxel of

interest was averaged across the experiment for the 29 subjects,

separately for each of the four conditions. Voxels of interest were

based on the contrasts FunPV vs. unPJ_ and FexPV vs. exPJ_.
To control for gender effects, we compared female vs. male

subjects in the conditions of interest (unPV, unPJ, exPV, exPJ)

using a two-sample t test. Since our female–male ratio was unequal,

we performed two different analyses. First, all females (n = 21) were

compared with all males (n = 8). Since any differences or lack of

differences in this comparison might have been due to the unequal

number of subjects, we performed a second comparison. Here, an

equal number of females (n = 8; randomly selected age-matched)

and males (n = 8) were compared with each other. Correlation

analysis as described below was performed separately for women

and men.

Correlation analysis

In a second level of analysis, the scores of individual picture

ratings for valence, intensity, and recognition were included as a

regressor in the design matrix across all 29 subjects (see also

Anderson et al., 2003a,b). This yielded correlation maps for the

relationship between t values for PV/PJ and subjects’ rating scores

for emotional valence, intensity, and recognition. The threshold for

significant correlation was set to P < 0.001 (uncorrected).

For all significant results, i.e., correlating regions, the r value

was calculated separately using Spearman’s correlation analysis.

For this, we calculated the mean t values from significantly

correlating regions using MRIcro (see above). The mean t values

were then correlated with the individual ratings cores using

Spearman’s correlation analysis. Correlation coefficients were

normalized using Fisher’s z-transformation.

Finally, to account for valence-specific effects in correlations,

we performed separate correlation analyses of positive and

negative picture scores with t values for unPV, exPV, unPJ, and

exPJ. We neither observed valence-specific effects in intensity nor

in recognition (see behavioral results below). Therefore, we

performed valence-specific correlations only for valence but not

for intensity and recognition. To account for gender-specific

effects, we also performed correlation analysis for both females

and males separately. To exclude any interaction effects among

subjective parameters (valence, intensity, recognition), we per-

formed an ANCOVA (analysis of co-variance). For example,

intensity was included as a co-variate in the regression analysis for

valence and vice versa. A similar procedure was performed for

intensity and valence.
Results

Behavioral performance

Reaction times

The pressing of the button indicated a decision about the

judgment of emotional pictures. This was controlled for by

arbitrarily pressing a button without any decision being made

during picture viewing. Reaction times showed a marginally

significant effect between the four conditions (Kruskal–Wallis;

Chi-square(3) = 7.53, P = 0.05). Reaction times during unPV (1.58 T
0.58 s; mean T SD)were significantly lower than during unPJ (1.67 T
0.79 s; mean T SD, t =�2.18,P = 0.02). Reaction times during exPV
(1.57 T 1.62 s; mean T SD) were significantly lower than during exPJ
(1.62 T 0.61 s; mean T SD; Z = �1.97, P = 0.04). A significant

difference in reaction times between positive (1.53 T 1.51 s; mean T
SD) and negative pictures (1.64 T 0.62 s; mean T SD; Z =�4.73, P =

0.00) was observed.

Post-scanning ratings

The pictures were presented to the subjects during the fMRI

procedure for picture viewing/judgment and in a post-scanning

session for subjective evaluation. The second session allowed the

investigation of the effects of picture viewing and judgment on

subjective ratings of emotional valence and intensity (i.e., arousal).

Valence ratings revealed that pictures classified as negative and

positive in the paradigm were experienced as such. The mean

valence scores for positive and negative pictures were 7.79 (SD

0.74) and 1.97 (SD 0.73), respectively. In addition, valence ratings

revealed a significant difference between pictures of the four

conditions as presented in fMRI (unPv, exPv, unPJ, exPJ)

(Kruskal–Wallis; Chi-square(3) = 11.27, P = 0.01). The ratings

for exPV (5.24 T 3.43 s; mean T SD) were Fmore positive_ than
those for exPJ (4.71 T 3.46 s; mean T SD; Z = �2.77, P = 0.00).

Though not reaching the level of significance, a similar result was

obtained in the unexpected condition with unexpected passively

viewed pictures being rated Fmore positively_ than unexpected

judged pictures. Positive–negative ratings in judgment of pictures

during scanning were in accordance with IAPS standard valence

and post-scanning results. No significant difference was obtained

between intra- and post-scanning ratings (t = 1.46, P = 0.14).

Intensity ratings revealed that pictures classified as negative and

positive in the paradigm were experienced with the same intensity.

The mean intensity scores for positive and negative pictures were

7.65 (SD 1.81) and 7.64 (SD 1.87), respectively. In contrast to

valence, intensity ratings revealed no significant difference

between pictures of the four conditions as presented in fMRI

(unexpected and expected IAPS picture viewing, unexpected and

expected judgment).

Recognition ratings revealed a significant difference between

pictures in the four conditions (Kruskal–Wallis; Chi-square(3) =

11.02, P = 0.01). Pictures judged following expectation were more

often rated Fsaliently recognized_ than pictures viewed passively

following expectation (Mann–Whitney U Test; Z = �2.95, P =

0.00). There were no significant differences in recognition ratings

between unPV and unPJ. No significant difference in recognition

ratings of positive and negative pictures was obtained.

Finally, Pearson correlation analysis showed a significant

interaction between intensity and recognition (r = 0.046, P =

0.003). There was no significant association between individuals’

estimations of intensity and valence or recognition and valence.

Neuroimaging data

Effect of picture viewing in the unexpected condition

To investigate the effects of picture viewing, brain activity

during the mere presentation of emotional pictures was compared

with that during judgment. The contrast between unPV and unPJ

revealed several clusters of activation in medial cortical regions

such as the VMPFC, the DMPFC, and the posterior cingulate

cortex/precuneus (see Table 1 and Figs. 2A and 3). Other regions

activated included bilateral amygdala, bilateral dorso- and ventro-

lateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC, VLPFC), bilateral parietal cortex,

and the right anterior insula (see Table 1 and Fig. 2A).



Fig. 2. Statistical parametric (T) maps for unexpected and expected picture viewing. (A) Unexpected picture viewing: shown are maximum intensity projections

of significant clusters of activation and statistical parametric (T) maps overlaid on a single subject’s normalized brain with coordinates [12, 62, �2]. (B)

Expected picture viewing: shown are maximum intensity projections of significant clusters of activation and statistical parametric (T) maps overlaid on a single

subject’s normalized brain with coordinates [12, �62, 42]. (C) Overlap (as obtained in conjunction analysis; green regions) and dissociation (as obtained in

exclusive masking; red regions) in clusters of activation during unexpected and expected picture viewing is shown on the maximum intensity projections and

on standard brain sections with coordinates [10, 54, 38]. All contrasts, conjunction, and exclusive masking analysis were made at P < 0.05 FDR-corrected with

extent threshold k = 10 voxels. Coordinates are reported in the MNI stereotactic space. 
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The converse contrast between unPJ and unPV revealed

activation in dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, medial premotor

cortex and supplementary area (SMA), bilateral DLPFC, bilateral

thalamus, right lateral and medial occipital cortex, and cerebellum

(see Table 1 and Fig. 3).
Effect of picture viewing in the expected condition

The contrast between exPV and exPJ revealed activation in

supragenual anterior cingulate cortex and posterior cingulate

cortex/precuneus (PACC). In contrast to the unexpected condition,

activation in anterior medial prefrontal cortical regions such as



Fig. 3. Bar diagrams with t values in different regions during picture viewing and judgment in unexpected and expected conditions. Bar diagrams represent the

t values including the standard error means for each region of interest averaged across the experiment for the 29 subjects and separately for each of the four

conditions (Fpicture viewing without expectancy_, Fjudgment without expectancy_, Fpicture viewing with expectancy_, Fjudgment with expectancy; see also

sequence of conditions in relation to the bars on the right). Regions of interest were selected based on the results obtained in exclusive masking analysis (see

Table 1 for exact x, y, and z coordinates). VMPFC = ventromedial prefrontal cortex, DMPFC = dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, DLPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal

cortex.
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VMPFC and DMPFC was no longer observed. Other regions

activated included bilateral DLPFC and VLPFC, bilateral parietal

cortex, right temporal lobe, brain stem/midbrain, and right

amygdala (see Table 1 and Fig. 2B).

The converse contrast between exPJ and exPV revealed

activation in bilateral DLPFC, bilateral anterior insula, and bilateral

occipital cortex (see Table 1).

Overlap and dissociation between unexpected and expected picture

viewing

The next step was to determine whether the subjects showed

activation in overlapping or dissociable neuronal networks during

unexpected and expected picture viewing. For this purpose, we

performed a conjunction analysis between unPV/exPV and unPJ/

exPJ. The conjunction analysis revealed overlapping voxels at P <

0.05 FDR-corrected in posterior cingulate cortex/precuneus,

bilateral DLPFC, right VLPFC, and bilateral parietal cortex (see

Table 1 and Fig. 2C). No overlapping voxels were observed in

anterior medial cortical regions including VMPFC, SACC, and

DMPFC. Even when the threshold was tentatively lowered to P <

0.001 uncorrected, no common activation in anterior medial

cortical regions was revealed.

To further underline the observed dissociation in anterior medial

cortical regions, the contrast between unPV and unPJ was

exclusively masked with the one between exPV and exPJ. Such

masking analysis removes all voxels from the unexpected contrast

that reached a significance level of P < 0.05 FDR-uncorrected in the

expected contrast. The exclusive masking analysis revealed several

clusters of activation in anterior medial cortical regions including

VMPFC and DMPFC (see Table 1 and Fig. 2C). Other regions

included the bilateral DLPFC, the left VLPFC, right anterior insula,

bilateral amygdala, left lateral parietal cortex, left thalamus, and
right occipital cortex. Both anterior medial cortical regions and the

other regions were thus involved only in unPV but not in exPV.

To investigate whether any of these regions obtained in exclusive

masking showed specific gender effects, we compared females and

males using two-sample t test. In neither analysis (21 females vs. 8

males, 8 females vs. 8males) did we find any significant gender effects.

fMRI data on correlation with post-scanning ratings

Valence

To test for behavioral relevance, fMRI findings were correlated

with behavioral data. Since there were no differences in correlation

between women and men, the data of the whole group will be

reported here. Emotional valence showed a positive correlation with

t values in the VMPFC during unPV (see Table 2 and Fig. 4A): the

more positive the valence, the higher the t values in the VMPFC.We

did not observe any gender-specific effects in correlation between

VMPFC and valence. To investigate the influence of expectancy on

the correlation, we performed the same analysis for exPV vs. exPJ.

This analysis no longer revealed a significant correlation in the

VMPFC but only in left DLPFC. Inclusion of either intensity or

recognition as a co-variate in regression analysis (ANCOVA) with

valence in either contrast had no impact on correlating regions.

We then performed separate correlation analyses for positively

and negatively valenced pictures during unPV/exPV. Positive

pictures showed a significantly positive correlation with activation

in left DLPFC in both unPV (x = �24, y = 48, z = 16, Z = 3.01; r =

0.54) and exPV (x = �22, y = 48, z = 16, Z = 3.05; r = 0.51).

Negative pictures correlated significantly positive with t values in

the right amygdala (x = 16, y = 3, z = �19, Z = 2.98; r = 0.52) in

unPV whereas no significant correlation was observed in exPV. In

contrast, we did not observe any signal changes in the VMPFC or



Table 2

Correlation between regional fMRI signal changes and subjects’ post-scanning ratings of emotion dimensions

Region Valence Intensity Recognition

PV > PJ PJ > PV PV > PJ PJ > PV PV > PJ PJ > PV

Unexp Exp Unexp Exp Unexp Exp Unexp Exp Unexp Exp Unexp Exp

VMPFC 4.05

(�4, 56, 14;

r = 0.463)

DMPFC 3.98

(4, 30, 52;

r = �0.383

4.37

(26, 20, 42;

r = �0.490)

4.02

(8, 18, 48;

r = 0.434)

Right

DLPFC

3.93

(46, 26, 14;

r = �0.561)

3.75

(46, 4, 14;

r = �0.479)

6.04

(46, �10, 26;

r = 0.563)

Left

DLPFC

4.48

(�28, 36, 20;

r = 0.467)

3.86

(�44, 24, 20;

r = �0.452)

Right

VLPFC

5.64

(48, 40, �10;

r = 0.401)

PACC 3.84

(12, 44, 10;

r = �0.399)

SACC 4.02

(8, 18, 48;

r = �0.532

Abbreviations: PV = picture viewing, PJ = picture judgment, > = larger than, Unexp = unexpected mode, Exp = expected mode, VMPFC = ventromedial

prefrontal cortex, VLPFC = ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, DLPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, PACC = perigenual anterior cingulate cortex, SACC =

supragenual anterior cingulate cortex.

The first column (Region) indicates those regions in which signal changes significantly correlated with subjects’ ratings of one of three dimensions of

emotional processing, e.g., valence, intensity or recognition. Regression analysis was performed in SPM; the threshold was set as P < 0.001 uncorrected (extent

threshold k = 10 voxels). The values in the table represent maximum t values and peak voxel coordinates as obtained in SPM correlation maps. R describes the

correlation coefficient for the relationship between rating scores and t values as obtained by Spearman’s correlation analysis (see methods for details).

Note that valence, intensity, and recognition correlate with different t values in different regions, valence with VMPFC and DLPFC, intensity with DMPFC and

VLPFC, and recognition with PACC and SACC. Note also that there are different correlation patterns for valence, intensity, and recognition across the different

contrasts (PV > PJ, PJ > PV) and the two modes (unexpected, expected).
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any other medial cortical region during unPV nor exPV that

significantly correlated with either positive or negative pictures.

To relate valence ratings to brain activation during judgment,

we correlated subjective ratings to the contrast between unPJ and

unPV. There was a significant correlation of emotional valence

with t values in bilateral DLPFC (and right posterior insula) but not

in the VMPFC or any other medial cortical region (see Table 2 and

Fig. 4B). In contrast to VMPFC, a negative correlation was

observed: the more positive the emotional valence, the smaller the t

values in bilateral DLPFC (see Fig. 4B). We did not observe any

gender-specific effects in correlation between DLPFC and valence.

No significant correlation was obtained in exPJ.

We then performed separate correlation analyses for positively

and negatively valenced pictures during judgment. Positive

pictures correlated significantly negative with t values in the left

DLPFC (x = �36, y = �9, z = 57, Z = 4.02; r = �0.50) whereas

negative pictures showed a significantly negative correlation in

right DLPFC/VLPFC (x = 50, y = 26, z = 16, Z = 3.97; r = �0.59)

during unPJ. In contrast, no significant correlations were obtained

in exPJ.

Intensity

In contrast to valence, intensity did not significantly correlate

with activation in any medial prefrontal region during unPV or

unPJ. Instead, intensity correlated significantly with activation in
the medial cerebellum during unPV. During unPJ, intensity showed

a significantly positive correlation with t values in the right VLPFC

(and left parietal cortex and left anterior insula) (see Fig. 4C and

Table 2): the more intense the emotion, the higher the t values in

right VLPFC. Since we could not exclude that our effect (the

significant correlation) was driven by the two lowest data points,

we performed further correlation analysis. Exclusion of the lowest

data point led to marginally significant correlation (r = 0.342, P =

0.081), exclusion of the second lowest data point led to significant

correlation (r = 0.504, P = 0.007), and exclusion of both data

points again led to significant correlation (r = 0.448, P = 0.022).

We did not observe any gender-specific effects in correlation

between VLPFC and emotional intensity.

No significant correlation between intensity and neural activity

during exPV was found, whereas intensity significantly correlated

with the activation in Nucleus accumbens and DMPFC during

exPJ. Inclusion of either valence or recognition as a co-variate in

regression analysis (ANCOVA) with intensity had no impact on

correlating regions.

Recognition

Finally, recognition significantly correlated with t values in the

perigenual anterior cingulate cortex and the right DLPFC (and the

left thalamus) during unPV (see Fig. 4D and Table 2). A negative

correlation was observed: the fewer items were recognized, the



Fig. 4. Correlation between functional activation (t values) during picture viewing and judgment in unexpected conditions and mean average ratings (MAR) of

valence, intensity, and recognition. (A) Left panel: correlation of emotional valence to t values obtained during picture viewing [comparison: unexpected

picture viewing > unexpected judgment] is presented. Significant correlation in the VMPFC is shown on the maximum intensity projections and on the

standard brain sections by coordinates [�4, 58, 12]. The right panel shows correlation curves for the relationship of VMPFC t values with valence, intensity,

and recognition. (B) Left panel: correlation of emotional valence to t values obtained during judgment [comparison: unexpected picture viewing < unexpected

judgment] is presented. Significant correlation in left and in right DLPFC is shown on the maximum intensity projections and on the standard brain sections by

coordinates [�47, 3, 26]. The right panel shows correlation curves for the relationship of DLPFC t values with valence, intensity, and recognition. (C) Left

panel: correlation of intensity to t values obtained during judgment [comparison: unexpected picture viewing < unexpected judgment] is presented. Significant

correlation in right VLPFC is shown on the maximum intensity projections and on the standard brain sections by selected coordinates [46, 45, 9]. The right

panel shows correlation curves for the relationship of right VLPFC t values with valence, intensity, and recognition. (D) Left panel: correlation of recognition to

t values obtained during picture viewing [comparison: unexpected picture viewing > unexpected judgment] is presented. Significant correlation in PACC is

shown on the maximum intensity projections and on the standard brain sections by coordinates [12, 42, 10]. The right panel shows correlation curves for the

relationship of PACC t values with valence, intensity, and recognition. All contrasts were calculated at P < 0.001 uncorrected and extent threshold k = 10

voxels. VMPFC = ventromedial prefrontal cortex, VLPFC/DLPFC = ventro/dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, PACC = perigenual anterior cingulate cortex.
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higher the t values in the perigenual anterior cingulate cortex (and

the right DLPFC). No such significant correlation was observed

during unPJ. We did not observe any gender-specific effects in

correlation between PACC and recognition. While exPV showed a

significant correlation between recognition and the t values in right

DLPFC and right amygdala, exPJ revealed a significant correlation

with recognition in supragenual anterior cingulate cortex and left

parietal cortex. Inclusion of either valence or intensity as a co-

variate in regression analysis (ANCOVA) with recognition had no

impact on correlating regions.
Discussion

In this study, we investigated the prefrontal cortical contribution

to emotion dimensions while controlling for associated cognitive

processing. In a first step, we observed various prefrontal cortical

regions during viewing of emotional pictures, independent of

associated cognitive processing such as judgment and preceding

attention. These results were then correlated with subjects’ post-

scanning ratings of different emotion dimensions such as valence,

intensity, and recognition. Confirming our hypothesis, our results
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show segregated functional representations of valence, intensity,

and recognition in different prefrontal cortical regions (see also

Fig. 5 for an overview). We also observed a converse pattern of

correlation between valence and neural activity in medial and

lateral prefrontal cortical regions; this complements recent obser-

vations of reciprocal modulation between these regions during

emotional–cognitive interaction. These findings are consistent

with psychological theories of the underlying structure of emotion,

which suggest that emotion processing is the result of activation

along different dimensions (Russell, 1980; Lang et al., 1993;

Barrett and Russell, 1999).

Ventromedial prefrontal cortex and emotional valence

Activation in the VMPFC correlated positively with valence

during unexpected picture viewing. The more positively emotional

(including negative and positive) pictures were rated, the more

activation was observed in the VMPFC. This is in accordance with

the findings of Anderson et al. (2003b) and Small et al. (2003). In

accordance with our results, they observed a positive relationship

between the valence of olfactory/gustatory stimuli and neural

activity in the medial orbitofrontal cortex. However, a recent study

observed no correlation of neural activity in the VMPFC with

valence (Anders et al., 2004). In addition to valence, Anders et al.

included psychophysiological parameters, such as startle reflex,

etc. in their correlation analysis. Unlike us, they did not observe

any correlation of valence with neural activity in the VMPFC. This

could indicate that the VMPFC represents emotional valence

independent of associated psychophysiological processing.
Fig. 5. Schematic presentation of segregated prefrontal cortical representa-

tion of the distinct dimensions of emotion processing. The diagram shows

different medial and lateral regions in prefrontal cortex (including Brodman

areas) and their association with the distinct dimensions of emotion

processing. Note that this is a purely schematic presentation which relies on

the data obtained in the present study. MOFC = medial orbital prefrontal

cortex (BA 11, 12), VMPFC = ventromedial prefrontal cortex (BA 10, 11),

PACC = perigenual anterior cingulate cortex (BA 24, 25, 32), SACC =

supragenual anterior cingulate cortex (BA 24, 32), DMPFC = dorsomedial

prefrontal cortex (BA 9), MPC = medial parietal cortex (BA 7, 31), PCC =

posterior cingulate cortex (BA 23), RSC = retrosplenial cortex (BA 26, 29,

30). Note that there are no clear anatomically defined borders between the

different regions.
Our results complement these findings in several respects. First,

we could demonstrate a correlation between VMPFC and valence

in another sensory modality of emotion induction. Anderson and

Small investigated valence in gustatorily- and olfactorily-induced

emotion, whereas we applied visually-induced emotion. Consid-

ered together, these findings suggest that valence-dependent

activation in the VMPFC remains independent of the sensory

modality in which emotions are induced. This is further supported

by recent reviews of imaging studies showing VMPFC activation

during emotion induction in different modalities (Phan et al., 2002;

Murphy et al., 2003; Steele and Lawrie, 2004). Finally, such cross-

modal involvement is in accordance with the connectivity pattern

of the VMPFC which receives direct afferent connections from all

five sensory modalities (Rolls et al., 1999; Barbas, 2000a,b).

Second, our findings complement previous studies by control-

ling for cognitive processing such as judgment or preceding

attention, which may potentially be associated with processing of

emotional valence. A significant correlation of VMPFC with

valence was found neither during expected picture viewing nor

during unexpected/expected judgment. This suggests that valence-

dependent activation in the VMPFC cannot be traced back to

associated cognitive processing like judgment or attention. Neural

activity in the VMPFC seems to specifically reflect emotional

valence independent of cognitive processing. Our assumption is in

agreement with a recent metaanalysis showing that emotional tasks

alone without cognitive demands induce activation in the VMPFC

(Duncan and Owen, 2000; Phan et al., 2002; Steele and Lawrie,

2004).

Third, we could not find any specific regional correlations of

both positive and negative emotional valences with the VMPFC

during picture viewing. This is in accordance with metaanalyses

showing involvement of the VMPFC irrespective of either positive

or negative emotion (Phan et al., 2002; Murphy et al., 2003; Steele

and Lawrie, 2004). These results suggest that neural activity in the

VMPFC specifically reflects the intrinsic affective value, i.e.,

valence of emotional stimuli independent of whether it is positive

or negative. Although this speculative hypothesis has not yet been

confirmed, lesion studies provide at least some indirect support.

Rolls’ study group (Hornak et al., 2003) investigated subjective

emotional experience using a change questionnaire in patients with

lesions in medial orbitofrontal cortex, anterior cingulate/medial

prefrontal, or dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Patients with lesions in

medial orbitofrontal or anterior cingulate/medial prefrontal cortex

suffered from severe changes in subjective emotional experience

concerning both positive and negative feelings, while those with

dorsolateral prefrontal cortical lesions did not (Berlin et al., 2004;

Rolls, 2004a,b). Taken together with our findings, these results

indicate that medial regions in orbitofrontal and ventral prefrontal

cortex might specifically mediate the aspect of subjective

experience in emotional processing.

Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and emotional valence

In addition to the VMPFC, valence correlated with signal

changes in bilateral DLPFC. However, unlike in the VMPFC, this

correlation was not observed during (unexpected) picture viewing,

but rather during (unexpected) judgment. This relationship is in

accordance with several studies observing involvement of DLPFC

in emotional judgment when compared to non-emotional judgment

(Nakamura et al., 1999; Hariri et al., 2000; Gorno-Tempini et al.,

2001; Keightley et al., 2003; Lange et al., 2003; Northoff, 2004).
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Our findings take these results further by showing that neural

activity in the DLPFC is parametrically dependent on emotional

valence. Due to the inclusion of picture judgment in our paradigm,

we were able to demonstrate that valence is not only related to the

VMPFC, but also to the DLPFC. This is in accordance with a

recent study by Dolcos et al. (2004) that also showed valence-

dependent modulation in the DLPFC during judgment of emotional

pictures. Our findings complement these results by controlling for

preceding attention. Judgment of emotional pictures might be

accompanied by increased attention that has also been associated

with the DLPFC (Taylor et al., 2003). It therefore remains unclear

whether the correlation between valence and DLPFC is due to

judgment or the associated increase in attention. The fact that we

did not observe any significant correlation between DLPFC and

valence during expected judgment suggests that valence-dependent

activation in the DLPFC may be due rather to judgment than

(preceding) attentional processes.

Psychologically, the valence of a stimulus includes an affective

and an evaluative aspect (Russell, 1980; Barrett and Russell,

1999). The affective aspect possibly reflects the quality of the

stimulus, whereas the evaluative aspect may be involved in the

classification of the affective stimulus as positive or negative. Our

results lend support to this distinction in neuronal terms. The

affective aspect might be associated with neural activity in the

VMPFC; this is reflected in the correlation during unexpected

picture viewing. In contrast, the evaluative aspect might rather

depend on neural activity in the DLPFC, as indicated by the

correlation during unexpected judgment. Accordingly, our results

suggest that the psychological distinction between affective and

evaluative aspects of valence could correspond to neural repre-

sentation in distinct prefrontal cortical regions, i.e., VMPFC and

DLPFC.

The functional differentiation between VMPFC and DLPFC is

further underlined by results from valence-specific correlation. In

contrast to VMPFC, we observed positive and negative valence-

specific correlations in the left and right DLPFC during

unexpected judgment. Signal changes in right DLPFC signifi-

cantly correlated with negatively valenced pictures (see also

Dolcos et al., 2004), whereas those in left DLPFC were related to

positive valences. This dichotomy is in accordance with

Davidson’s valence lateralization hypothesis and recent metaa-

nalysis of imaging studies on emotions (Canli et al., 1998;

Davidson and Irwin, 1999; Murphy et al., 2003; Wager et al.,

2004). Positive emotions tend to be lateralized towards the left

hemisphere, whereas negative emotions have been associated

with the right hemisphere.

In addition, we also observed a converse correlation pattern in

VMPFC and DLPFC. The VMPFC showed a positive relationship

to valence whereas neural activity in the DLPFC correlated rather

negatively. The more positive emotional pictures (including

positive and negative ones) were rated, the less activation (or even

more deactivation) was observed in bilateral DLPFC. This

converse correlation pattern between VMPFC and DLPFC strongly

agrees with the observation of reciprocal modulation between

medial and lateral prefrontal cortex during emotional–cognitive

interaction. Reciprocal modulation can be defined by signal

changes in opposite directions (i.e., signal increases and decreases)

in different regions. This has been demonstrated in recent studies

on emotional–cognitive interaction (Goel and Dolan, 2003a,b;

Northoff et al., 2004). Emotion processing is known to lead to

signal increases in the VMPFC (and DMPFC) and concurrent
signal decreases in the DLPFC (and VLPFC). In contrast, cognitive

tasks induce the reverse pattern with signal increases in lateral

prefrontal cortex and signal decreases in medial prefrontal cortex.

Our finding of a converse correlation pattern specifies the

functional mechanisms of reciprocal modulation with respect to

valence. Both VMPFC and DLPFC are apparently sensitive to

modulation by valence, but to distinct aspects of it, i.e., affective

and evaluative aspects which seem to be modulated in reciprocal

ways.

Ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and emotional intensity

We observed a significant correlation between intensity and

signal changes in right VLPFC. The more intensely an emotional

stimulus is experienced, the more activity is induced in the

VLPFC. This correlation was observed only in unexpected

judgment whereas no such correlation was revealed in expected

judgment and unexpected and expected picture viewing. This

suggests that the relationship between VLPFC and intensity is

mediated by processes related to judgment rather than to picture

viewing or attentional processes.

The VLPFC has often been observed to be implicated in

emotional–cognitive interaction (Drevets and Raichle, 1998; Phan

et al., 2002; Murphy et al., 2003; Northoff et al., 2004; Steele and

Lawrie, 2004). A recent study by Ochsner et al. (2002) showed that

neural activity in this region might contribute to down-modulation

of emotional intensity by judgment. Our results support these

findings by showing that neuronal activity in the VLPFC is

specifically related to judgment rather than to attention. However,

this must be considered preliminary since we controlled only for

one particular aspect of attention, i.e., preceding attention, and did

not consider any other forms of attention. Furthermore, our results

contribute to the issue of lateralization. We observed a correlation

only in the right VLPFC but not in the left VLPFC. The right

VLPFC, in contrast to the left VLPFC, has been associated with

self-recognition and self-awareness (Keenan et al., 2000, 2003;

Platek et al., 2004); (see however Turk et al., 2002, 2003 who

relate the self to the left hemisphere). It may therefore be

speculated that judgmental control of emotional intensity involves

a high level of self-awareness and self-recognition. This, however,

remains to be investigated.

We also observed a significant relationship between emotional

intensity and neural activity in the DMPFC. This is in accordance

with recent studies showing similar results (Anders et al., 2004;

Dolcos et al., 2004). We could complement these results by

specifying the functional role of the DMPFC. In contrast to the

VLPFC, neural activity in the DMPFC correlated with intensity

only during expected judgment, but not during unexpected

judgment. Our results indicate that neural activity in the DMPFC

might modulate emotional intensity in relation to the interaction

between emotional judgment and attention. This is very much in

accordance with studies on emotional judgment and attention

showing DMPFC activation (Gusnard et al., 2001; Northoff et al.,

2004). Our investigation lends further support to these results by

showing parametric dependence of the DMPFC on emotional

intensity during judgmental–attentional interaction.

Finally, as was the case in other studies, we observed activation

in the amygdala during IAPS picture viewing (Phan et al., 2002;

Murphy et al., 2003; Steele and Lawrie, 2004; Morris et al.,

1998a,b; Hariri et al., 2000, 2003; Taylor et al., 2003). We did not

observe any significant correlation of amygdala signal changes
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with emotional intensity. This contrasts with previous results

(Small et al., 2003; Anderson et al., 2003b), which reported

significant correlation of amygdala activation with emotional

intensity. This discrepancy could be due to sensory differences in

emotional stimuli, i.e., between odors/taste, as applied in those

previous studies, and visual–emotional stimuli as applied in the

current study. One central difference is that visual–emotional

stimuli are semantically much richer and more sophisticated than

emotional stimuli associated with odors/taste. Another difference

is, for example, that, in the case of odors/taste, increasing physical

intensity is strongly associated with increasing intensity of

subjective and autonomic response (Anderson et al., 2003b;

Anderson and Sobel, 2003). This relation, however, does not hold

true in the case of visual–emotional stimuli because of their

semantic richness (Anderson et al., 2003b; Hamann, 2003). Studies

directly comparing emotional stimuli in different sensory modal-

ities would be necessary to clarify this point.
Anterior cingulate cortex and recognition

We observed a significant correlation between the perigenual

anterior cingulate cortex (PACC) during unexpected IAPS picture

viewing and the subjects’ ratings of recognition of emotional

pictures. This is in agreement with a recent metaanalysis

reporting involvement of this region in studies requiring subjects

to recall emotions (Phan et al., 2002). Another study that induced

emotions by evoking memories or imagery of personally relevant

events with affective impact also showed activation in the PACC

(Reiman et al., 1997). The results of our study add more detail to

these observations by showing parametric dependence of neural

activity in the PACC on recognition of emotional events. More

specifically, we observed a negative correlation between PACC

signal changes and recognition. This is in accordance with the

hypothesis by Mayberg (2003). She attributes the function of

salience recognition to the PACC. Salience recognition presup-

poses emotional recognition as tested for in the present study.

According to her, salience recognition is altered in patients with

major depression, since they remain unable to distinguish

emotionally salient contents from non-salient ones (Mayberg,

2003). It is of major importance that these patients cannot recall

or recognize any positive personal events with a strong emotional

content. At the same time, depressed patients show hyperactivity

in PACC (Mayberg et al., 1999; Mayberg, 2003). Our findings in

healthy subjects might link both observations and could possibly

offer an explanation. We observed a negative correlation; the

worse subjects recognized emotional stimuli, the more activation

was observed in PACC. Accordingly, low recognition of emo-

tional stimuli seems to be associated with increased activity in

PACC. The same situation though to an extreme seems to arise in

depressed patients who can be characterized by hyperactivity in

PACC and poor emotional (salience) recognition. However, an

investigation of this relationship in depressed subjects is needed

to lend further support to our hypothesis.

It should, however, be mentioned that we did not scan our

subjects during the recognition task and thus during retrieval. In

contrast, scanning took place while subjects were encoding the

stimulus material. The regions correlating with recognition have

been associated with the encoding of new information in short term

memory processes (see also Duncan and Owen, 2000; Bush et al.,

2000). Our results would then be interpreted as follows: the better
the emotional stimulus is encoded, the more neural activity is

induced in the perigenual (and supragenual) anterior cingulate (and

dorsolateral prefrontal) cortex, and the better subjects are able to

recognize the emotional stimulus at a later time. However, further

experiments directly comparing encoding and retrieval of emo-

tional material would be necessary to lend further support to this

hypothesis.

The PACC should be distinguished from the supragenual

anterior cingulate cortex (SACC), which has rather been

associated with general attention such as cognitive monitoring

(Bush et al., 2000; Duncan and Owen, 2000). This is also

reflected in our results. We observed a significant correlation of

the SACC with recognition during expected judgment. In

contrast, neither activation nor any significant correlation in

SACC was observed in unexpected conditions. This suggests that

the SACC, unlike the PACC, does not mediate emotional

stimulus recognition per se, but rather non-specific attentional

processes. This is in accordance with the involvement of the

SACC in different cognitive paradigms all requiring attention

(Duncan and Owen, 2000) and its activation in emotional tasks

with strong cognitive-attentional demands (Duncan and Owen,

2000; Phan et al., 2002; Murphy et al., 2003). Taken together, our

findings provide support for the functional dissociation between

the PACC and the SACC in emotional stimulus processing, the

former being involved in recognition of emotions and the latter

being associated with attention to emotion.
Methodological limitations

Emotional stimulus processing is a multidimensional construct

which may also include dimensions other than valence, intensity,

and recognition. For example, autobiographical memories might be

retrieved and associated with the current emotional stimulus.

Retrieval of autobiographical memories has been shown to involve

the posterior cingulate and its adjacent areas like the retrosplenium,

and the precuneus (Fink, 1996; Maddock, 1999; Maddock et al.,

2003; Piefke et al., 2003; Gilboa, 2004; Lou et al., 2004). Since

retrieval of autobiographical memories cannot be excluded in our

study, this may account for the concurrent activation observed in

these regions.

Our paradigm did not include an ambiguous expectancy cue

which would have signaled an emotional judgment and IAPS

picture viewing at the same time. Such an ambiguous condition

would have allowed the elimination of unspecific expectancy

effects present in the comparison between expected and unex-

pected conditions. There are several reasons why we did not

choose such ambiguous expectancy to control for expected

conditions. First, there are indications that ambiguous cues induce

effects similar to unambiguous cues (Buchel and Dolan, 2000).

Second, we refrained from using ambiguous expectancy cues

because we had considered it important to include valence-

unspecific emotional expectancy cues (subjects did not know

during expectancy whether a positive or negative picture was

subsequently presented) and to have a control condition consisting

of the same tasks without preceding expectancy. The inclusion of

ambiguous cues would have created a setting in which the

predictive value of the emotional expectancy cue would have

differed only insufficiently from that of the fixation cross

indicating the resting period. Third, the focus of this study was

not to compare unexpected and expected conditions with each
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other. Instead, our aim was to compare IAPS picture viewing and

judgment in both conditions – unexpected and expected – in order

to monitor the changes induced by such cognitive modulation.

The subject sample studied here is characterized by unequal

gender distribution. This makes it difficult in the present study to

analyze gender differences, which have previously been observed

in visual emotion paradigms (Wrase et al., 2003; Sabatinelli et al.,

2004). Tentative gender comparison revealed no significant

differences. Therefore, our findings seem to suggest that gender

effects do not play an important role in our paradigm. However, it

should be acknowledged that our data cannot definitely rule out

gender differences, given the unequal distribution in our study

sample.

Finally, our control conditions need to be considered care-

fully. For example, it may be argued that the task we call

‘‘picture viewing’’ will almost always involve some kind of

judgment. Indeed, some kind of unconscious or preconscious

judgment cannot be completely ruled out. Although we probably

succeeded in excluding explicit judgment, it is unlikely that we

were able to completely exclude implicit unconscious judgment.

However, it is debatable whether a clear-cut distinction between

implicit and explicit judgment is possible at all. Finally, our

baseline condition consisted of a fixation cross which might

induce visual and cognitive processing. In view of this fact, our

baseline condition should not be confused with a resting

condition.
Conclusion

We investigated neural activation in emotional picture viewing

independent of associated cognitive processing. This revealed

multiple activation sites in various prefrontal cortical regions.

These results were correlated with subjects’ ratings of distinct

emotion dimensions such as emotional valence, intensity, and

recognition. Our findings indicate that distinct prefrontal cortical

regions contribute to the different dimensions of emotional

stimulus processing. The VMPFC could be related to the affective

aspect of valence, whereas the bilateral DLPFC may account rather

for the evaluative aspect of valence. There is a possible involve-

ment of the right VLPFC in judgmental control of emotional

intensity, whereas the DMPFC may mediate judgmental–atten-

tional interaction in emotional intensity. Finally, the PACC seems

to be involved in encoding and/or recall of events with a strong

emotional impact, and the SACC might mediate some general

attentional processes associated with valence and recognition of

emotional stimuli. All in all, our findings indicate a segregated

representation of distinct emotion dimensions in prefrontal cortex

(see also Fig. 5).
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